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TB Test Reminder
Get your TB skin lest Tuesday, Nor. 9. in
the sludent lounge above the Loggia.
A
nurse will be on duty from 11:00 a.m. until
8:00 pan. Students who failed to take the
test last year must take this one.
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Historical S. C. Rivalry Revived Saturday
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Library Hours Extended Tigers Try To Clinch Crown
After Senate Resolution As Season Closes Tomorrow

AND AF-TER.

Profs Expound On Viet Nam
Last week's TIGER featured
a poll taken among Clemson
students to find out the consensus on the United States in
volvement in the war in Viet
Xam. This week faculty members were questioned about
their views on this situation.
A total of 133 members of the
faculty answered the questionnaire.
The TIGER questionnaire
asked, 1) "Do you approve of
the administration's Viet Xam
policy?" 2) "Do you approve of
the drafting of "marginal" students?" 3) "What is your political party affiliation?" 4) "Howwould you label your political
philosophy?" 5) "Have you
had
military
service?" 6)
"Would you willingly go to
Viet Xam in the event of a fullscale war?"
Most of the faculty members
were cooperative in answering
all the questions. However, one
refused to answer questions two
through six because they "seemed too personal." Many simply
did not return the blanks, and
five refused to fill them out.
Question one was overwhelmingly approved by faculty as
113 voted yes to the question.
Some commented that they both
approved and disapproved of
the administration's policy. Only 9 said they flatly refused to
support the policy.
The second question troubled
many of the teachers. Some admitted that they did not know
what a marginal student was.
Others were reluctant to support
this measure, although 84 were
in favor of the drafting of marginal students, while only 34
were opposed to it.

One professor commented,
"Question two puts teachers on
the spot. They can be accused
of wanting a whip to hold over
their students. First let us give
every young person an equal
opportunity with others to attend college."
A chemical engineering assistant professor wrote, "I feel
that each of these answers
should be qualified. I would not
approve drafting any student if
non-students were available."
"Number five," criticized one
associate professor, "is the onlyquestion that could rightly be
answered categorically. Intelligent individuals' answers just
don't fall in a yes or no category."

Over fifty per cent answered
number six with "yes," even
when they added they were old
ior had already served. This
was the closest question in the
poll. Only 86 said they would
be willing to go to Viet Xam,
while 76 definitely said they
would not go.
One faculty member truthfully said, "This question doesn't
mean a thing to a person who
is too old for military service.
It is easy to answer yes when
we know we will not be called."
Finally, one member of the
chemical engineering department candidly commented, "My
friend, for one who has been in
a shooting war, this is a loaded question!"

Faculty Poll Results
Professors
29
Associate professors 43
Assistant professors 45
Research scientist
1
YES
113

QUESTION 1
NO BOTH
9
3

Lecturer
Instructors
Others
Total voting

1
9
15
133

QUESTION 4
LIB. MOD. CONSER.
20
55
44

QUESTION 2
NO
BOTH
31
1

YES
99

QUESTION 5
NO
BOTH
40
2

QUESTION 3
DEMO REP. INDEP.
34
36
55

YES
85

QUESTION 6
NO
BOTH
76
3

YES
84

Road To Tiger Victory
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By JOHN niCKERSON
Assistant Secretary
of the Student Senate
A letter from Mr. Gordon
Gourlay, director of the library,
indicating that library hours
will be extended effective Nov.
15, 1965, highlighted thetopics
of discussion at the senate meeting Monday night. Archie Harmon, chairman of the General
Affairs Committee, read a letter from Mr. Gourlay stating
that library hours will be extended as follows:
Monday-Friday, 7:45 a.m.—
11:00 p.m.
Saturday, 7:45 a.m.—6:00
p.m.
Sunday, 2:00 p.m.—11:00 p.
m.
Extension of the library
hours came about as a result
of a senate resolution sent to
university administration officials.
In other senate action, a bill
presented by the Traffic and

Grounds
Committee was
passed. This bill requests the
campus security force to turn
off the lights on the field behind
the "Y. at 12:00 p.m. The police
will lock the main light switch
and anyone desiring to use the
field after 12:00 p.m. must obtain authorization from the security force. This bill was
passed in order to relieve the
burden of students living in the
fraternity dorms adjacent to the
field.
A bill concerning the misuse

The Clemson Amateur Radio
Club is an organization for
radio amateurs and people interested in radio and electronics.- Established last year,
the club now has 27 members
and invites anyone interested to
attend one of the meetings. Meetings are held on the first and

Supreme;, Shirelles
At Carolina Tonight
The University of South
Carolina has invited Clemson
students to attend a dance tonight in Township Auditorium
in Columbia.
The Columbia Music Festival Association will present a
concert by the Norman Luboff
Choir in the Township Auditorium Saturday.
The L'SC dance will feature
the Supremes, the Shirelles,
Julius Cobb and his swinging
Sixties Band, and the Loving
Spoonful. The dance will begin
at 8:00 p.m. and run until 12:30
a.m.
Five hundred tickets will be
available for Clemson students,
according to a representative of
the Student Union Committee.
Clemson students with Clemson
identification cards can obtain
the tickets at the Russell House
Information Desk from 9 a.m.
to 7:30 p.m. today. Also they
will be sold at the door on a firstcome-first-served basis.
The Norman Luboff Choir is
making its first tour of the
United States and will be appearing for just Saturday night
in Columbia. The concert will
begin at 8:30 p.m.

standing" that it presents. The
sponsoring organization hopes
that everyone who possibly can
will take an hour off and see
this very moving film. There
will be no admission charge.
Students, faculty, administration, and townspeople are all
cordially invited.

j Campus News Roundup \
Art Exhibit
Beginning Nov. 15 and continuing through Dec. 5 the exhibit entitled "Art of Two Cities"
will be on display in the
Rudolph Lee Gallery of the
school of architecture.
An informal discussion and
coffee hour sponsored by the
architectural foundation and
the school of architecture will
be held in the gallery on Sunday, Nov. 21 at 4:00 p.m.

Math Lecture
Dr. Frank Cholewinski, department of mathematics, University of North Carolina, will
lecture on "Weirstrass and
Hankel Transforms" in the
Physics auditorium 101 at 4
p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 23. Prior
to the lecture, from 3:30to4:00
p.m., a coffee hour will be held
in Room 0-105 of the Mathematics-English Building for all
attending the lecture.

Solo Flight
Robert V. Weaver Jr. has
become the first cadet in the
Army ROTC Flight Training
Program to fly a solo flight
this year, according to Roger
S. Passmore, the Brigade Cadet
Aviation Officer.
Weaver flew his first solo
flight recently after completing
the first 11 hours of the flying
part of the flight training program. Passmore expects a number ofthe other trainees to complete their first solo flights this
week.

A. I. A.
Ties will be sold by the A. I.
A. Auxiliary Student Chapter,
Friday, Nov. 19 at the School
of Architecture. The ties, handmade by the Auxiliary mem-

Sounds Of 20th Century
Features "Mary Poppins

Let's All Go!

Programming for the weekend and the Thanksgiving holidays have been announced by
the program staff of WSBF,
the student broadcasting facilities of Clemson University.
Beginning at 1:45 p.m. Saturday, WSBF will present live
coverage of the South Carolina-Clemson game from Columbia. Immediately after the
game, complete coverage ofthe
college football results will be
announced.
Sunday, WSBF will continue
its regular program schedule
at 12:30 p.m. when SOXG-

TIME will be broadcast. From
3:00 to 5:00 p.m. COXCERT
IX HIGH FIDELITY will be
presented. Beginning at 7:00
p.m. the SOUXDS OF THE
TWEXTIETH CENTURY
features P. L. Travers'popular
musical "Mary Poppins,"which
was recently awarded an Academy Award. The program will
star Julie Andrews and Dick
Van Dyke.
During the Thanksgiving
holidays, the WSBF staff will
provide musical entertainment
for all students who will be staying at school during this period.

By DICK MILEY
Clemson's Tigers will attack the University of
South Carolina "Birds" in Columbia tomorrow to
renew what is probably among South Carolina's
greatest traditions, the Clemson-South Carolina football game.

Saturday's "Big Thursday,"
once a nation-wide sports attraction, is the sixty-third in the
series that began as a part of
the State Fair in 1896 and
places Atlantic Coast Conference championship chances
(Continued on page 6)
on the line.
Last year the Gamecocks
from Columbia squeaked past
Clemson in one of the series'
harder fought games. The win
for Carolina was their second
third Mondays of each month
in conference play and gave
at 8 p.m. in the basement ofthe
them a 3-5-2 season overall.
Army ROTC building.
Coach Frank Howard and the
The club, presided over by
Tigers suffered their first lospresident Dale Turner and secing season in ten years with a
retary-treasurer Jack Reed,
3-7 record.
now has many activities.
Clemson needs a win over the
Among these are the club radio
Gamecocks to clinch their fourth
station for rhembers which is
now operational. MARS (Mili- ACC Championship as the
Tigers enter the game with a
tary Affiliate Radio System) is
5-4 record overall and a 4-2
a net providing message service
to military personnel and emer- conference record.
Carolina hopes to avoid a
gency radio communications.
losing season which they have
Projects carried on by the club not managed to do in a number
include a "moon-bounce" of of years; they also have a
radio signals off the moon and chance to win a part of the
a radio teletype. To those who ACC title for the first time if
are interested in obtaining a
they happen to win the game.
FCC Amateur Radio license,
Gator Farr, a Clemson trathe club is now offering classes
dition himself, brought Clemon code. These classes are con- son's spirits to a pre-game cliducted every Monday at 8 p.
max Thursday as he "buried"
m. The Amateur Radio Club is the 1965 Gamecocks at a specsponsored by the Army ROTC
ial service. "Reverend" Frank
program.
Howard helped officiate at the
service, where Gator Farr
preached his famous sermon
from the "Sears and Roebuck
catalogue."
Tuesday night Clemson stubers, may be had in assorted
dents raised a few "spirits" in
wool designs for S2.00. After
preparation for the rival game.
Friday, ties may be bought
On the fraternity quadrangle a
at the Clemson House. Pro"Gamecock" was scorched a litceeds from the sale will be used
tle but barely managed to esfor the Auxiliary project.
cape from the students who had
prepared a bonfire.
Best Company
In 1900 Clemson inflicted a
Company D of the Second 51-0 beating of the Gamecocks,
Battalion of the Clemson Army but in 1925 Carolina beat
ROTC Brigade won the best Clemson by the large margin of
drilled company award at the 33-0. Another year of a lopBrigade's Veterans Day review sided scorewas 1913wheneach
on Nov. 11.
Tiger "played with his whole
Cadet Capt. John H. Beck- heart and body" to beat the
roge, Jr. is the commander of Gamecocks 32-0 in a "game
Company D whose first ser- that had been the talk ofthe state
geant is Cadet Master Sgt. John for a year," recorded The
Ranney. Cadet Lt. Col. Lory
TIGER that year.
M. Johnson is the commandProbably one of the peaks of
ing officer of the Second Bat- spirit and rivalry dates back to
talion.
the 6th meeting of the two teams.
In 1902 the most famous incident in the game's long history occurred as the tempers of
a number of Clemsonites were
fired up by Clemson's loss to
the Gamecocks and by a picThe Army ROTC Flight ture of a Gamecock clawing a
Training Program swings into Tiger.
The Clemson cadets, armed
high gear this week at Clemson
as the cadets are expected to with rifles and bayonets, closed
solo, announced Roger S. Pass- in on the Carolina campus.
more, the Brigade Cadet Avia- Bloodshet was prevented by
tion Officer. Robert Weaver of Carolina's assistant coach.
Murphy, X. C, has already
soloed with some eleven hours
of flying time to his credit.
The program is extra-curricular activity and consists of
35 hours of ground instruction
and 36'/2 hours of flight training. The ground phase, conducted by a commercial flying
school and Professor I. A.
Trively, is held at the Anderson Airport.
At "ground school"thecadets
study such subjects as theory of
flight, civil air regulations,
meteorology, and navigation.
The flight phase gives the cadet
an opportunity to obtain a private pilot's license.
Cadets volunteer for the program during their junior year
of military science and are selected on the basis of academic
standing, aptitude, and strict
physical qualifications.
On the successful completion
of the ROTC program, the cadet
volunteers for Army Flight
School, a nine month program
of advanced training.
The cadets in the flight program include Stanley X. Gouse,
Spartanburg; Jack B. Hoffner,
Miami, Fla.; Robert R. Irvin,
. Hartsville; Roger Passmore,
Joanna; Robert D. Peeples,
Wagener; William G. Tatum
Jr., McColl; and Robert Weaver,
Murphy, N. C.
' The Army ROTC Flight
Training Program is sponsored by the Army ROTC program here at Clemson.

CU Radio Club Offers Classes

CU Religious Workers
Present Film Monday
One of the most exciting features of the Xew York World's
Fair was the film shown at the
Protestant Pavilion called
"Parable". The film was sponsored by the Protestant Council
of New York City and attracted
thousands. "Parable" is now
available for local use and is
scheduled to come to Clemson
on Nov. 22.
The showing of the film at
Clemson is being sponsored by
the Campus Religious Workers.
The place will be the Chemistry Auditorium. The times of
projection will be 7:00 and 8:00
p.m. Following each showing
there will be a short time for
audience response. The total
time involved for each program
will be fifty minutes.
"Parable" is an outstanding
accomplishment in the realm of
film art. It is almost impossible
for a person to view this film
and not confront the "life-under-

of I. D. cards was referred to
the Judiciary Committee for
further investigation. This committee is also considering a possible new senate standing committee, the Academic Affairs
Committee.
Jack Green, president of Tiger
Brotherhood, presented the revised constitution of Tiger
Brotherhood for senate approval. The constitution was
approved and Tiger Urother-

Clemson ROTC
Initiates Flight
Training Course

Finally a plan was set forth and
both sides agreed to burn an effigy of a tiger and a gamecock.
After this incident the game was
not played again until 1909.
There are many tales that
have risen as a result of the
"Big Thursday" games, but
most of them have been expanded to the point of where it is
impossible to tell fact from
farce.
One writer's story about the
1941 game goes as follows: It
seemed that Coach Rex Enright
upset the " Baron's apple wagon
by sneaking past the Tig Eleven
18-14. The grateful Carolina
presented Coach Enright with a
silver service andanewauto..."
Coach Howard made the following comment about the gifts
given to Enright: "The only difference between an automobile
and a coffin is about 12 inches
of dirt."
"Big Thursday 1946" saw
10,000 fans stage a gatecrash/_
(Continued on page 6)

Spirit Committee
Leads Motorcade
The Central Spirit Committee
closes out its first semester of
operation with a motorcade to
Columbia.
The motorcade will be leaving the quadrangle at 9:30 led
by a state trooper. All people
interested in joining the funeral
procession are urged to pull into the quadrangle by 9:15 in
order to leave promptly at 9:30.
The motorcade will be met
outside Columbia by the city
police and escorted to the
stadium parking lot. All students going home and traveling from there to the game are
urged to join the procession
along the route at the times
available at the bottom of the
page.
The committee's activities include the painting of a football
in the middle ofthe playing field
at Death Valley, the placing of
the "CU" in the stadium for the
Maryland game, the introduction of skits at the pep rallies
this year, having Gator Farr
return for his funeral oration,
and the purchase of paint and
signs for the use of all students.
Formed last spring by the
Student Senate, the committee
will
continue
to
operate
throughout the school year.
Plans are already being made
for the upcoming basketball
season, and ideas are welcomed. Anyone with suggestions may contact Billy Walker
in the field house, or Ernie Stallworth at the TIGER office.
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Happy Thanksgiving ?

FROM THE HILLSIDE

Mister Clemson Independent,
May I Present Freddy Frat
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Friday, November 19, 1965

On the New Scholarship Rules
Last January the National Collegiate Athletic Association adopted the
"1.600 Rule," effective January 1,
1966, which limits athletic scholarships of member institutions to students with a 1.600 or better Grade
Point Ratio, either predicted or actual.
That is, in order for a school to
award an athletic grant-in-aid to a
prospective student, that student must
have a predicted GPR of 1.6 or better,
based on national, standardized tests
and on approved procedures; and in
order for a student to continue receiving financial assistance because of his
athletic ability—no matter what the
terms of his original scholarship—he
must maintain that average. If his
grades fall too low, the student must
correct the situation at his own expense before he can receive financial
aid once more.
Needless to say, Clemson is a member of the NCAA, as are all the schools
in the Atlantic Coast Conference, as
are most of the larger colleges and universities in the country. This new rule
will have little effect here since the conference requirements have long been
nearly equivalent, but it will affect
some of the big football schools such
as Alabama and Arkansas. It may
help to standardize the requirements
for college athletics, and it may force
athletic teams to be more representative of their student bodies, but it cannot be as effective as it ought to be because the NCAA has left too many
loopholes.
The major shortcoming of the rule
would appear to be the "disappearing
F" policy it encourages, whereby a
student can replace a failing grade
with a later-earned passing one in the
same subject. Schools that already
operate on a double scholastic standard—one for athletes and one for
everybody else—surely will find it easy
to circumvent the 1.6 requirement by
making advantageous "replacements," and it is feasible that schools
which now have uniform standards
would be tempted to make exceptions
because of this substitution clause.

Then, too, who's to say that a 1.6 at
one school is equivalent to a 1.6 at
another? There's certainly a world of
difference between a "C" here and a
"C" at, say, South Carolina. But that's
another story in itself. The point is
that the 1.6 rule, while formulated with
good intentions and on sound principles, is somewhat lacking in effectiveness because of its implementation.
A more definite rule change affecting Clemson is the recent ACC limitation that only 35 new football
scholarships may be awarded per academic year. The old rule allowed a
school to have a total of 140 in football and basketball, a total which is,
incidentally, far short of the number
Georgia Tech awards each year. But
by limiting the number, athletics may
become more competitive since each
school (in the ACC) will have the
same number of freshmen players to
draw from. And the rule will certainly
limit the capital tied up in athletic
scholarships. Since our athletic department seems to have trouble making ends meet, this ought to be a great
boon to us.
But perhaps the most important
benefit Clemson ought to receive from
this limitation is an incentive to be
more discriminating in recruiting. In
the past, sad to say, the Clemson athletic department has seen fit to award
scholarships to some boys who never
could develop into top athletes, boys
who were not really outstanding players in their high schools. Consequently there are a number of students on
athletic scholarship who never have
and never will contribute materially to
the varsity program. Of course there
are problems involved in scouting
potential players, not the least of which
is determining who will develop into a
top college athlete and who will not,
but it is evident that more care could
have been exercised in the scouting
than has been. Perhaps the more limited number of available scholarships
will improve the situation. We hope so.

THE OPEN COLUMN

The Long-Hair Question Part Three
■ By ERNIE STALLWORTH
Guest Columnist
In the past few weeks, there
has been much comment in
The TIGER about a certain
organization and its "curlyheaded" members.
There has been pro and con,
cutting and sarcastic, sweet
and sensible comments about
this question.
Yet I feel that no one has
touched on the issue at the
heart of the matter. Haircuts
and clothes do not make a
man, but they reflect on what
kind of man is wearing them.
We here at Clemson University like to feel that we stand
for something. We are striving
for the best possible University that we can fashion. The
object of that university is to
produce men.
This object is not to graduate children that are twentyone years old, but to produce

A College Education Is For Disillusionment:
Dogmatists And Egoists Must Face Challenge
By BOB ROLLI
TIGER Columnist
"...Well this side of Paradise!...
There's little comfort in the
wise."
—Rupert Brooke
F. Scott Fitzgerald prefaced
one of his novels with the
above quotation, so I am only
the second author, as far as I
know, to make use of it as an
epigraph to a literary work. Of
course, the cited lines have
been extracted from the context of one of Brooke's poems,
but if you interpret them as
they apply to what I am going
to say, you will have a nice
little, easily-memorized epigram, by which you will be
able to remember this column.
I am going to break precedent
this week and wax somewhat
intellectual, but I will keep the
discourse down on my level,
so that no one will have any
trouble understanding me.
MISTAKEN' NOTION'S
After more than two months
of peaceful coexistence with the
Class of '69, I have noticed
that some of its members have
the same mistaken notion
about a college education that
yours truly once had. These
frosh believe that a college
education will, upon its completion, boost greatly their
earning potentials (and it does
so, in most cases), that it will
provide them with large
amounts of factual and practical information in small
amounts of time (this it does,
to a great extend), and that
it will enable them to arrive at
conclusive answers to their
own problems and even to the
world's problems (it does this
sometimes, but it is not supposed to). The last-mentioned
conception of the three is the
one which I would like to consider.
The chances are, if you
graduate from Clemson or
any other university and still
assert yourself with high
school self-confidence, that
you have not obtained maximum benefit from your educa-

tion. Misconceiving students
who are not disillusioned on
campus often pass out of college into an intractable world
which does not deal kindly
with people who are too sure
of themselves. A good college
education will at once force
and encourage a person to the
knowledge of many things,
but at the same time will tend
to make him realize that he
knows very little. I know that
what I am saying appears to
be rather obvious, but perhaps those of you who have
gone on long trips and left
toothbrush and razor to stagnate in the medicine cabinet
will continue reading.
RELIGIOUS ABSURDITIES
In order to see the degree
of absurdity to which opinionatedness is sometimes carried, you may consider almost any sphere of human activity. The field of religion,
unfortunately, provides many
flagrant examples. In A. D.
535 one Cosmas, an old Alexandrian monk, wrote a book
entitled Topographia Christiana, in which he put forth
a complete explanation of the
set-up of the universe according to the teaching of Revelation. At the beginning of his
work, he claims that it is "a
Christian topography of the
universe, established by demonstrations from Divine Scripture, concerning which it is
not lawful for a Christian to
doubt." Cosmas the cosmotologist made these acute observations, to name a few: the
world is in the shape of a flat
parallellogram; its length,
measured from east to west, is
twice its width, measured from
north to south; the sky is glued
to the outer edges of the world,
and it consists of four blue
walls, which meet to form a
concave roof about the earth;
to the north of the world is a
high—enough of that foolishness! In the middle of the seventeenth
century,
James
Ussher, Irish divine and archbishop, scientifically determined (by careful reading of
Holy Writ) that the earth was

created in 4004 B. C.
If you care to witness similar examples nowadays, allow me to recommend a sojourn to a nearby university.
The students there may respond dogmatically to your
interrogations, but at least
they back up their opinions
with good, solid facts (including concrete data obtained
from the Apocrypha). By the
way, I am a good (or Iwould
like to think so) Christian, so
don't get the idea that I am
cutting up religion. 1 just think
that it's a shame when religious people make a mockery of religion, despite their
good intents, by almost completely divorcing it from reasonability. Anyhow, let's move
out of the church onto the more
secular Clemson campus.
TIN CAN TESTIMONY
It seems that over-simplification is a part and parcel of
opinionatedness. A couple of
memorable examples gleaned
from "tin can" sling sessions
testify to this. One student proclaimed the following on the
war in Vietnam: "You take
Vietnam, for instance. You got
man against machine. When
you got man against machine,
who's going to win? Machine,
right?" The student went onto
say that if the U. S. were to
send over a lot more tanks
and other mechanized material, we could easily defeat
the Viet Cong, and all our
problems in Vietnam would be
solved. He may be right, but
I always tend to be leery of
cut-and-dried
solutions to
such problems. In like rhetoric, another student looks to
the heart of the domestic problem: "Sure, you got a lot more
money being spent by government, but nothing more gets
done. Matter of fact, less gets
done. That's diminishing returns for you. You take a
hundred men, and they'll pave
two roads a day for you. You
take two hundred and they'll
pave four. But you take three
hundred, and they'll only
pave three—that's diminishing returns for you."

Although neither of the
above anecdotes has been reproduced with stenographic
accuracy, both of them are
reasonable facsimiles of the
actual speeches. Such students, with their harmless conjectures, can hardly be cited
as personifications of overweening self-confidence and
dogmatism, but they do reflect
an over-simplification of issue
and
a closed-mindedness,
neither of which should be
numbered among a college
student's frailties. It seems to
me that a college student ought
to be able to consider a problem from more than one angle.
An open mind will obviously
tend to be less self-assertive
than a closed one will. If you
consider other points of view
and deign to accept what is
good and logical in them,
your own viewpoint will at
least seem less superior to the
others.
NARROW MINDS
Stifling closed-mindedness
has little to contribute to the
healthy,
collegiate atmosphere which thinking men prefer, and Viceroy smokers
aren't the only ones who will
agree with me on that point.
I think that perhaps there are
more narrow minds on this
campus than there ought to be.
You know what I mean. You
come into contact with them
every
day—students
who
claim that English 203 is a
worthless course because they
can't justify its value by using
their own pragmatic standards—people like that.
If any of you frosh have
come cocksure to Clemson,
thinking that Clemson will
provide you with all the information that you need to be all
the more cocksure, you have
picked the wrong university.
There may be institutions that
are able to provide you with
"all the answers,"but Clemson
isn't one of them. Sure, Clemson will make you a wiser
man, but inmany ways...well,
(since I'm borrowing it from
Coleridge) it will make you a
sadder man.

mature adult citizens that will
be a credit, not only to Clemson, but to South Carolina
and the nation. The job is an
awesome one, and the need is
acute.
The leaders in Anderson,
Greenville, Charleston, Co-,
lumbia, and Washington will
be college men. Educated, mature, concerned thinkers that
will be leaders in the PTA,
sit on the city councils, reside
in the Governor's mansion,
and rise in the Senate to speak
for their neighbors and themselves. The reason that a statesupported institution of higher
learning exists is to produce
such men.
We would like to think that
Clemson University will produce such men—men that will
stand on their own intellectual
feet, men that will say what
they feel and feel what they
say, but most of all men that
will stand for something, fine,
noble, and worthwhile.
Unfortunately there is an
abundance of another type of
man in America. Any number would be an abundance.
These men burn draft cards,
stage protests, participate in
sit-ins, burn crosses, and riot

in large numbers. These men
are misfits in society.
Here at Clemson there are
misfits, too...Misfitsthatriseto
exert their individuality in
protesting against something
...Misfits that stand against...
That try to tear down and ridicule, rather than build...Men
that are left out.
So these men form an organization, a club of misfits,
and they protest the fact that
they don't belong. One of the
ways that they can show that
they don't approve of Clemson's way of doing things is
to dress differently from other
students, cut their hair differently, be "cool", and laugh
at others whom they don't understand and can't join.
Clothes and the length of
hair do not make a man, but
they do portray a certain attitude. The hair is not resented,
the attitude is. The members of
this organization of misfits
would be resented if they were
bald.
Cut your hair any way you
like, if you are one of those
who don't fit in, you will be
resented. In a free society, you
will be tolerated, but you don't
have to be liked.

LETTERS TO TOM

Skirts Catch Tom's Eye
Dear Tom,
Lately, several girls on campus have caught my eye.
These girls are not necessarily
beautiful, but their skirts are
much too short. It is really indecent the way they wear them.
If a girl's skirt is five inches
above her knees while she is
standing, it will rise much
higher when she sits down.
These girls expect all of us
boys to be perfect Clemson
Gentlemen. Well, let me say
that by the same token we expect each one of our coeds to
be a lady.
As in the past Clemson now
has the finest reputation of any
University in the south. Let us
not ruin this reputation by allowing a bunch of bare-legged
sexpots run about the campus.
With hope,
Neal Moore

Hooray, Tiger Band!
Dear Tom,
While attending the Clemson-UNC football game last
Saturday, I sat on our opposing team's side for the first

time. I would like to compliment the Clemson band on
their fine performance the
whole afternoon. They began
playing before the game,
played during the game, and
put on an excellent half-time
show. Even the UNC fans sitting around me complimented
the fine Clemson Tiger Band.
They really helped show those
Tiger players that we were all
behind them.
Gary Profflrt
Class of '65

Joe Sends Regrets
Dear Tom,
I would like to get into the
haircut discussion, but I have
had no experience either growing hair or having it cut.
Regretfully,
Joe Sherman
Director, Alumni
Relations
Ed. Note: With the above
comment, Mr. Sherman enclosed a snapshot of himself,
In which he demonstrates his
remarkable similarity in appearance to Yul Brynner.
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By CHARLES HILL
Associate Editor
One of the most important segments of Clemson
student life—and the portion probably least understood by the people outside it—is the group of nine
local social fraternities on campus. Social fraternities are a relatively new institution at Clemson—
most of the present ones were founded in the school
year 1959-1960—and yet they have already found
an integral part in Clemson's daily activities, and
have contributed to no small degree to the improvement of Clemson's social life. Clemson is not, however, regarded as a "fraternity school," and thus
there is much misconception, doubt, and ill-founded
criticism leveled at the fraternities by uninformed
independents.
Much of the anti-fraternity feeling around campus
is the result of ignorance as to exactly what constitutes a social fraternity. The word fraternity is
derived from the Latin word frater, meaning, of
course, brother. To limit the institution called a
social fraternity to a precise definition would be to
defeat the purpose of this column, yet some general
outline needs to be stated.
In broad terns, a fraternity is a brotherhood of
individuals grouped together because of similar
standards and ideals for the purposes of developing
a close bond of friendship among the members
while furthering their social development. The important words and phrases here are brotherhood,
individuals, similar standards and ideals, and
social development. By a further examination of
these terms, I hope to dispel some of the more prevalent misconceptions of Clemson fraternities.
The word brother denotes the closest possible psychological relationship between men. It does not
necessarily imply that one likes everything about
his brother; it does say that there is some intangible
quality, understood only by those who experience
the relationship, which draws a man spiritually
closer to his brother, with mutual acceptance of the
other's faults and shortcomings.
To facilitate the growth of this feeling, brothers
of the same fraternity usually like to room together
in the same dormitory, or "house." Thus when a
student becomes associated with a fraternity, he
changes his whole pattern of life: he finds himself
living, eating, partying, studying, traveling, double-dating, bull-shooting, and spending the majority
of his time with his brothers. He therefore becomes
closer to those people than to anyone else, and it
is in the development of his closeness that the true
spirit of brotherhood lies. This is not to say that
the fraternity man discontinues his relationships
with his non-fraternity friends. Rather, he finds he
can appreciate all his friends more because of the
understanding of human nature he has gained
through his fraternity life.
GANTS AND WEEJUNS?
Next, a fraternity is a group of individuals. A
frequent criticism of "frat boys" expressed in areas
of anti-fraternity sentiment are that fraternity members are stereotyped characters with exactly congruent personalities. The general consensus is that
frat boys all dress alike (Gant shirts and Weejuns
are brand names often associated with Greek letters), act alike, talk alike, and (worst cut of all!)
think alike. Usually added to this description
are accusations that the fraternity man is rich,
snobbish, conceited, and of questionable moral
standards.
Those who are familiar with fraternities know
that the above statements are without foundation. In the first place, fraternities are composed
of boys with highly individual traits and ideas.
The ideals of the fraternity are not perpetuated by
"yes-men," but by boys with strong personal convictions. Brothers respect their fellows' opinions
and habits; they do not necessarily adhere to them.
The epithets included in the last sentence of the
preceding paragraph are the result of publicity
emanating from fraternity systems of certain other
college campuses. Even the most casual investigation will reveal that those characteristics do not
prevail among Clemson fraternities.
If fraternities are groups of individuals, then
why have a grouping at all? This is where the
principles of similar standards and ideals are involved. While the members of a fraternity may differ on individual likes and dislikes, they are all
bound together by certain common standards and
ideals, abstractions which are almost impossible to
pinpoint. Yet herein is the main difference between
one fraternity and the next. These differences can
best be determined by a personal investigation of
each fraternity on campus.
When one purpose of a fraternity is stated as
being social development, the uninformed independent all too often construes this phrase to be a
euphemism for "wild, all-night, drunken orgies."
Yes, fraternities do have parties; no, they are not
orgies. Fraternity members enjoy getting together
for a party; since everyone at the party knows
everyone else, the party-goers feel more at ease1
than they would at, say, a college-wide dance,
and have considerably more fun. Frats have more
social functions than parties: there are drop-ins,
picnics, house parties, beach parties, and the like.
Space limits a further discussion of topics related
to fraternities. This column only sought to present
the principles behind fraternal organizations. Other
topics that need to be explored include specific fraternity activities and projects, the pro-and-con arguments concerning local and national fraternities, the
rules and dues of each fraternity, other differences
between fraternities, and the purpose of the InterFraternity Council.
(Continued on page 6)
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The Royal Bengal Tiger;" He Roars For Clemson"

Drawing by STAN WOODWARD (Class of '64)
Story by RYAN COBB
TIGER Feature Writer
In order to have a focal point or a symbol toward
which all its efforts can be directed, a college or university chooses an animal or triumphant symbol as
its mascot.
This mascot represents the personification of that
luminous being called school spirit, and is a symbol
of the ideals, aspirations, traditions, standards, and
characteristics that the school prides itself in upholding. In the field of athletic or scholastic competitions,
in victory or defeat, or anywhere the school must be
represented, the school's name and its mascot are
synonomous. Because of the importance in all the
undertakings which a school attempts, the image
that a mascot projects is paramount to the success
of the school.

Clemson University is indeed fortunate to be represented by such a magnificent and colorful mascot
as the Royal Bengal Tiger. What more virile, inspiring, and aggressive creature could one have as
a school mascot?
The Royal Bengal is a rare breed of animal which
nature has gifted with an unusual combination of
sinewy strength and powerful beauty. There is something both splendid and terrifying about a Tiger
anywhere, but especially this is true when he is in his
natural habitat, at east in a world of which he is
master. The tawny, massive form of a Tiger steathily slipping through the dense, shadowy jungle
undergrowth strikes fear and awe into the hearts of
both men and beast alike. With every move of his
powerful body, this proud animal exudes a sense of
wary alertness, capability and self-confidence. This
proud animal has come to represent an unconquerable, aggressive spirit, and a great pride in strength

and the achieving of greatness.
True, other schools have a Tiger as their mascot,
but our Clemson Tiger is uniquely different. Rather
than being a lifeless title, he has a distinct, unmistakeable, personality. It is difficult to put into
words, and can be more easily seen and felt; for the
tremendous school spirit, the great desire to be victorious, and the strong sense of unity of the Clemson
students are the pulse of the Clemson Tiger which
give him life and personality.
It is the spirit achieved by the unity of the Clemson
student body and alumni that gives soul and life to
our Royal Bengal.
How powerful and respected that title "Clemson
Tiger" is. Clemson men have sounded their spirit
and support for the Tigers down through the years.
Year after year loyal sons of Clemson return "home"
to urge their beloved Tigers on to victory, for the
Tiger's roar still echoes in their hearts.

Just exactly when and how did Clemson adopt the
mighty Tiger as her mascot? This poses a very interesting question, but also reveals an interesting
problem, for as beloved and as much a part of Clemson as her mascot is, no one is sure just when and
how the Tiger became the Clemson mascot. Many
persons avoid this question by saying that as long
as there has been a Clemson, there has been a
Clemson Tiger, but this answer is not sufficient.
The only authority to which this question of the
origin of the Clemson Tiger mascot may be referred
is an accumulation of factual material by Mr. William J. Latimer (Class of 1906) entitled Threescore
Years of Football at Clemson, published in 1956.
Mr. Latimer, perhaps the most avid Tiger supporter
ever to graduate from Clemson, covered the history
of Clemson football so thoroughly, that it is thought
that he has a record of every Clemson man ever
in uniform.
(Continued on page 6)
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We Will Be Ready-Mac Clemson's Staggering Tigers
An Interesting Season
By ERNIE STALLWORTH
TIGER Sports Editor
The football season for the Clemson University
"Fighting" Tigers ended in heartbreak on the onefoot line in Kenan Stadium, Chapel Hill just two
weeks ago tomorrow.
The football season has been an extremely long
one for the Clemson Tigers. Practice started way
back in August. Four months is a long time to
j. sleep, eat and drink football. This time of year the
trips to the fieldhouse every day for practice become
extremely tiring.
The season started with high hopes for a young,
spirited group of sophomores. A bigger, more
talented group of linemen were in Tiger colors and
the line promised holes for Clemson backs and protection for Thomas Ray's pass attempts.
The Tigers opened the season with an equally
young N. C. State team. Clemson, behind the running of fullback Bo Ruffner, defeated the Wolfpack,
21-7. The Tigers pushed across two touchdowns
in the final period to nail down the victory.
In Charlottesville, Virginia the Tigers came
from behind on two occasions to tie the score.
Then with a heart-stopping fourth quarter drive,
Clemson beat Virginia's Cavaliers, 20-7.
The following weekend in Atlanta, Grant Field:
became a disaster area for the Tigers as they
were blasted by Georgia Tech, 38-6. Nothing would
go right—it was a bad day for the faithful.
The battered Tigers then journeyed to Athens to
do battle with the then-ranked Georgia Bulldogs.
Clemson gave a superb effort, seeming to have
Georgia on the ropes until a blocked punt in the
third quarter gave the Bulldogs the push they needed for a 23-9 victory.
Duke was next on the Tiger travel folder. Clemson defensive unit, the Tigers' own brand of
the "Jolly Green Giants", came into its own. Duke
backs, Jay Calabrese in particular, were persuaded
to cough up six fumbles. Frank Pearce's field goal
won it, 3-2.
Homecoming festivities featured the best defensive
performance of the season, statistic-wise, as TCU's
Horned Frogs were held to two first downs. Frank
Pearce's talented toe again produced a victory for
Clemson, as he booted a field goal in the closing
minutes of the first half for the 3-0 margin.
"Friendly" Bill Tate visited the Valley of the
Jolly Green Giants.on the following Saturday, and
left without shaking hands. The Clemson offense
came alive to produce 26 points and victory. Phil
Rogers and Thomas Ray had their best day of the
season—up to this point—while the defense yielded
13 points in a sub-par performance.
At this stage of the season, Clemson led the
conference with a 4-0 record, and all that remained
in the Tiger's path to the crown were North
Carolina, Maryland, and South Carolina. A win
in any three would clinch the title. Victories over
all three might bring a bowl bid.
Clemson, sporting a 5-5 record, goes into the
semester break with high hopes for spring practice.
So long, Bessie.

By EfiXIE STALLWORTH
TICER Sports Editor
Saturday the Tigers face the
Gamecocks in the annual fete'
that decides the mythical state
championship—only this year
the big game will determine the
Atlantic
Coast
Conference
champion. The stakes are considerably higher for this Clemson-Carolina game than they
have been in recent years.
Graybill "Mac"McElmurray,
a 5-11, 215pound"giant"from
Aiken, will be there at his usual
spot—defensive right tackle—
fjoing his job, as usual. The
Carolina offense will present
some problems for Clemson's
Jolly Green Giants; but "Mac"
thinks—well let him tell it:
"Those Gamecocks will really
be fired up, like they always
are. We'll have to be equally attend Clemson without a
fired up to even stay on the scholarship by his uncle.
At Aiken, Mac played all of
field with them—ready to play
the backfield positions on ofor we'll get beat.
"But I feel that 'we will be fense, in addition to performready. Xot only is the game a ing at end, linebacker, corner
big one only because it's Clem- back, and in the line on deson-Carolina,
but there's a fense. At 215 he is at a disadvantage, weight-wise, in his
championship at stake.
"We weren't ready for Mary- tackle position. But he more
land. We weren't fired up than makes up for this with his
enough. But I feel that we will agility, speed, and football
be ready this Saturday. Not sense.
only will Christmas vacation be
As a freshman in 1962, Mac
long if we don't win, but it will played as a first unit tackle.
be hard to face those Carolina The following fall, this time
with a scholarship, the budding
people."
McElmurray has been an un- "Giant" was red-shirted, but
der-rated performer all season moved the next spring into a
for Clemson's "Giants". He starting tackle position where
ranks fourth on the team in he played last season.
Last spring he was moved to
tackles with 36 according to the
grading system established by offensive guard. Graybill had
Coach Bob Smith. A veteran this to say about his venture
performer in the line, "Mac" is as a offensive performer: "You
always somewhere around the know, I had to face those
'Giants' all last spring, and I
ball.
McElmurray
has played didn't enjoy it a bit. Those
nearly all of football's many guys will really hit you. Joe
positions in his career be- Waldrep almost tore my head
ginning in high school in Aiken. off several times with a foreAs a high school player he was arm. It sure was a relief to
sought after by three other come over to their side this
schools, but was influenced to fall."

Mac Elmurray

As a defensive tackle, McElmurray feels that the roll-out
pass is his toughest play with
the double-team second on the
list. "On the double-team, you
will get ridden into the stands
more often, but there are so
many blockers on that roll-out
that it's awfully hard to get to
the quarterback."
"Marciniak from Maryland
was the hardest running back
that I've faced this year, but the
best runner was Talbot. That
Talbot could follow his blocking better than any back I've
played against."
Asked what he thought was
the secret of the "Giants" success, (Clemson has given up
only three touchdowns in its
last five games) Mac replied,
"Well, I think that the big thing
is that we know how each man
will react in a given situation.
Knowledge of what to expect
from your teammates is just as
important as knowing what the
offense likes to run. Knowing
what to do and not having to
think about it means a lot, too."
Mac, a junior in Biology,
plans to go to dental school
when he graduates. But that is
still a while off, and Clemson
plays Carolina this weekend.
"We haven't been too jolly
recently, but we have looked a
little green. However, I think
this Saturday we'll be going
after them."

Attention
TRACK MEETING
There will be a meeting of all
varsity and frosh track members at the fieldhouse on Wednesday, Dec. 1 at 5:00 p.m.
SOCCER TEAM
The soccer team plays Erskine College today at 3:00
p.m. at the track field. Erskine
is a big and aggressive team
that likes to run with the ball.

Face USC'S Brilliant Fair
By SAMMIE CARROS
TIGER Sports Writer
Clemson's once proud Tigers
invade Carolina Stadium tomorrow for the annual battle
between the two state rivals.
This year's game will have an
added flavor as it will decide
the 1965 ACC champion.
South Carolina's ever improving Gamecocks will be
fighting for their first ACC
championship. A Carolina win
will give them a share of the
crown with Duke, U. N. C, of
Maryland. A Clemson win will
give them their first ACC title
since 1959.
Marvin Bass' brilliant Gamecocks will go into the game with
a 4-5 record—including bare
misses to such SEC powers as
Tennessee, Alabama, and L.
S. U. Clemson will be sporting
a 5-4 record.
The Gamecock offense has
shown an incredible ability to
move the ball against some of
the nation's best-defenses. Last
week Carolina pushed two
touchdowns across the Alabama goal line and seriously
threatened a number of other
times. Perhaps the secret to this
potent explosive offense is Columbia's answer to Johnny
Unitas and Ray Berry—Mike
Fair and J. R. Wilburn.
Fair is a sophomore with the
poise and ability of a pro. He
!
is a switch passer as he can
throw with either arm. Against
L. S. IT. Fair put the pigskin
in his left hand as he was being
tackled and threw complete to
the amazement and gasps of the
Bayou Bengal fans.
Adding pressure to the defense is Fair's running ability.
He has the moves and agility
of a halfback and puts his head
down for those extra few yards.

We Pick 'Em
STALLWORTH
CLEMSON over S. Carolina
j; Duke over N. Carolina
I Virginia over Maryland
;: Davidson over Woflord
; Arkansas over Texas Tech
;i Baylor over S.M.U.
i Syracuse over Boston Coll.
i California over Stanford
Air Force over Colorado
Princeton over Dartmouth
Florida over Miami
S. Calif, over U.C.L.A.
Yale over Harvard
Illinois over N'western
Purdue over Indiana
Missouri over Kansas
Kentucky over Tennessee
Ohio St. over Michigan
Mich. St. over Notre Dame
^Minnesota over Wisconsin

CRILEY
CLEMSON
N. Carolina
Virginia
Davidson.
Texas Tech
Baylor
Syracuse
Stanford
Air Force
Princeton
Florida
Sou. Calif.
Yale
Illinois
Purdue
Missouri
Tenn.
Ohio St.
Notre Dame
Minnesota

BARON
CLEMSON
N. Carolina
Maryland
Davidson
Arkansas
Baylor

Syracuse
Stanford
Air Force
Princeton
Florida
Sou. Calif.
Harvard
N'western
Purdue
Missouri
Tenn.
Ohio St.
Mich. St.
Minnesota

WILLIS
CLEMSON
Duke
Maryland
Wofford
Texas Tech
S.M.U.
Syracuse
Calif.
Colorado
Princeton

Florida
U.C.L.A.

Harvard
N'western
Purdue
Missouri
Tenn.
Michigan

Notre Dame
Minnesota

CARROS
"CLEMSON"
N. Carolina
Maryland
Wofford

Arkansas
S.M.U.

Syracuse
Calif.
Air Force
Princeton
Florida
Sou. Calif.
Harvard
Illinois
Purdue
Missouri
Tenn.
Ohio St.
Notre Dame
Minnesota

Fair is a great executor of the
option play..
The
sophomore quarterback's list of achievements has
grown longer with each week.
He has surpassed the old school
mark for attempts and completions set by "Deacon" Dan
Reeves. Against Alabama he
reached the 1000 yard mark for
the season—only twenty two
other players have accomplished this in the history oftheACC.
On pass plays Fair's favorite
traget is glue-fingered .!. R.
Wilburn—a sure bet to make
first team All-A CC. Wilburn has
caught thirty-five passes to
date'a USC record. With a good
effort tomorrow, .!. R. could tie
the conference record of fortyeight.
Wilburn's receptions have
gone for 490 yards—a fourteen yard average per play—
and for one important touchdown. His career catches total
sixty seven, which is also a
school record.
Fair's second favorite target
is tailback Ben Garnto, another
outstanding sophomore. He
has pulled in sixteen tosses for
156 yards. Garnto matches his
pass, catching ability with his
running. Given a minimum
amount of daylight, he will use
his lightening fast speed to
break into the open in the secondary. He has gained 437
yards to date.
Alternating at tailback is one
of the conference's best two-way
men—Benny "Getty Up" Gaf-

loway, still another in the long
list of superb sophomores for
Carolina. Galloway plays a
rugged cornerback slot on defense. On offense "Getty I'p"
has carried for a four yard
average. Benny "Getty Up" is
sure to be an all-star performer before he ends his career.
Carolina's workhorse is fullback Phil Branson, who has
carried 94 times for 379 yards.
Branson always gets those two
or three yards that keep the
drive alive.
Defensively the Gamecocks
have contained the most explosive offenses, as evidenced by
their holding Virginia to seven
points. One of the mainstays on
this unit is Doug Senter, a superb defensive end from Marietta, Ga. The big end has figured
in many of Carolina's top defensive plays. When asked
about the upcoming tilt, he replied, "Clemson has a good
running attack but our defense
will stop them."
Senter has recovered two
punts for Carolina touchdowns
to add to his other fine achievements.
With Senter on this stingy defensive unit is tackle Steve Cox,
who has wrecked many a play.
Cox has lived up to all preseason expectations and will
probably be in on every pile up.
The Gamecock secondary
proved itself to be one of the
best in the conference in the Virginia game. They completely
(Continued on page 6)
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YOU, TOO, CAN BE INFERIOR
HAHN
CLEMSON
N. Carolina

BROOME

"CLEMSON"
N. Carolina
Virginia
Wofford
Arkansas
S.M.U.
Syracuse
Calif.
Colorado
Princeton
Florida
Sou. Calif.
Harvard
Illinois
Purdue
Missouri
Tenn.

Virginia
Wofford
Arkansas
Baylor
Syracuse
Calif.
Air Force
Princeton
Florida
Sou. Calif.
Harvard
Illinois
Purdue
Missouri
Tenn.
Michigan
Mich. St.
Minnesota

Michigan
Mich. St.
Minnesota

The second gravest problem confronting college students
today is inferiority feelings. (The first gravest problem is,
of course, the recent outbreak of moult among sorority
house canaries.) Let us today look into the causes of inferiority feelings and their possible cures.
Psychologists divide inferiority feelings into three principal categories:
1. Physical inferiority.
2. Mental inferiority.
3. Financial inferiority.
(A few say there is also a fourth category: ichthyological
inferiority—a feeling that other people have prettier fishbut I believe this is common only along the coasts and in
the Great Lakes area.)
Let us start with the feeling of physical inferiority, perhaps the easiest to understand. Naturally we are inclined
to feel inferior to the brawny football captain or the beautiful homecoming queen. But we should not. Look at all the
people, neither brawny nor beautiful, who have made their
marks in the world. Look at Napoleon. Look at Socrates.
Look at Caesar. Look at Lassie.
What I mean is you can't always tell what's inside a
package by looking at the outside. (Sometimes, of course,
you can. Take Personna Stainless Steel Blades, for example. Just one glance at that jolly blue and white packageso bright and pert, so neat but not gaudy—and you know it
has to contain blades of absolute perfection. And you are
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If this is a Station Wagon,

this must be something else.

All right, students, here's today's lesson in
Volkswagen logic.
Everyone knows that a real station wagon
looks like a bus, right?
So everything else must be something else,
right? Good. That's settled.
Now, the "something else" in question is
the Volkswagen Squareback Sedan.
We call it the Squareback because that's
what it is: a squared-off sedan that gives you
lots of extra space that other sedans don't.
But the differences between the two are
tremendous: The bus carries people 191 or
things (170 cubic feetl. (No other station
wagon comes anywhere near it.)

The Squareback carries people or things.
too. But not as many (51 and not as much
(42.4 cubic feetl.
Basically, the Squareback is a sedan. And
basically a Volkswagen.
The engine is more powerful, but it's stili
in back and still air-cooled.
Every other well-known Volkswagen virtue
is there, too. Plus a few of its own (like disc
brakes) that just aren't well known yet.
The Squareback is just the car for people
who want a Volkswagen with some extra
room, extra power and nothing more.
But the bus is still the bus for people who
want nothing less.

"...when it
came to tying
granny knots."

right! Personna gives you so many shaves per blade it takes
a math major to count them. And they are luxury shavessmoother, comfortabler, kinder to the kisser. Moreover,
Personna comes both in Double Edge and Injector style.
And as if this weren't enough, Personna is now offering you
a chance to grab a fistful of $100 bills from a $100,000 bowl!
The Personna Stainless Steel Sweepstakes is off and running, and you're all eligible to enter. Visit your friendly
Personna dealer today to get details and an entry blank.)
But I digress. Let us turn now to the second categorymental inferiority. A lot of people think they are dumber
than other people. This is not so. It must be remembered
that there are different kinds of intelligence. Take, for instance, the classic case of the Sigafoos brothers, Claude and
Sturbridge, students at a prominent Western university
(Dartmouth). It was always assumed that Claude was the
more intelligent just because he knew more than Sturbridge
about the arts, the sciences, the social sciences, the humanities, and like that. Sturbridge, on the other hand, was ten
times smarter than Claude when it came to tying granny
knots. But no matter; everybody looked down on "Stupid
Sturbridge," as they called him, and looked up to "Clever
Claude," as they called him. But who do you think turned
out to be the smart one when their granny almost got loose
and ran away? You guessed it—good old Stupid Sturbridge.
We arrive now at the final category, financial inferiority.
One way to deal with this condition is to increase your income. You can, for example, become a fence. Or you can
pose for a life class, if your college is well heated.
But a better way to handle financial inferiority is to accept it philosophically. Look on the bright side of poverty.
True, others may have more money than you have, but
look at all the things you have that they don't—debts, for
instance, and hunger cramps.
Always remember, dear friends, that poverty is no disgrace. It is an error, but it is no disgrace.
i h*6o. Max Sbulman

Rich or poor, you can all afford luxury shaving—with Personna® Stainless Steel Blades and Personna's partner in
shaving con\fort, Burma Shave®! It soaks rings around
any other lather and it's available in regular or menthol.

Frank Myers Motors, Inc.
3302 N. MAIN STREET
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Beat Hell Out Of Carolina

The cat from beardsville swings tomorrow
night in a concert "after the Game." For
tickets, phone 2545640 when you get to
Columbia, or just come
by the ticket window
of the Township Auditorium any time after
7:30 p. m. Tickets are
$3.50,
$4.25,
and
$5.00.
Swing a little more
than your room mate
and show your girl a
really big weekend.
COLUMBIA MUSIC
FESTIVAL
ASSOCIATION
13 Arcade Building

Colombia
Township
Auditorium
8:30 P. M.

Saturday, Nov. 20

This is Jaguar for men. After-shave and cologne combined. Women like it. Because it doesn't smell like the
stuff they wear. Men like it. Because it comeson stronger.
Stays on longer. Jaguar is lusty. Powerful. Potent. It's
bottled in a stark, strong, smoky-glass cylinder. It's only
for the man who gets a bang out of living,a charge
out of leading-who plays to win, whatever the game.
After-shave/cologne,$3.50. Soap on a rope,$2.50.
Gift soap, box of 3,$3 00 Jaguar from Yardley.

Moving your body around
is highly inefficient.
If communications were perfect,
you would never have to.
Of course, you would still
have to get exercise.
But that's your problem.
We want to make it easier for you
to contact people, learn,
get information, attend lectures,
and hold meetings.

We developed Picturephone*
service so you can see as well as talk
when you call. And be seen, too.
We introduced Tele-Lecture service
(two-way amplified phone calls)
to let you hear lecturers
in distant locations. And so you
could ask them questions
no matter how far away they were.

Depending on the nature
of the information, he might get
his answer back audibly,
printed on a teletypewriter,
as a video image,
or a facsimile print.

Right now, many students can dial
from their dormitories to a
language lab. Soon a student
will be able to dial into a
computer thousands of miles away
to get information for his courses.

For the next week or so,
better get a move on.

Some of these services
are available now.
Others are being tested.

* Service mark of the Bell Syetem

Bell System
American Telephone & Telegraph
and Associated Companies
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Have 18 bowls oi Bengal Tiger Roars For Clemson
image burgundy
...on us!
(Continued from page 3)

Mr. Latimer states that the
1890's, due to the lack of helmets and head protection,
Clemson football players wore
long hair. "These long manes
might have gained them the
name of " Lions" had it not been
for the (orange and purple)
striped jerseys and stockings
that resembled Tigers. The latter nickname seemed to stick

BntYv
NEW

urgundy
AROMATIC SMOKING TOBACCO
Enjoy a free full-size pouch of
Burgundy. An aromatic blend of
vintage tobaccos, fine taste and
pleasant wine aroma, for the
smoothest smoke ever to come
out of a pipe. Clip the coupon
now. Cheers!

Mr. Latimer also records that
the "sports writers said 'Heiseman's Tigers roared over
everything in their path.' They
had been called Tigers early in
their career; and Clemson used
the insignia of a Tiger's head
with bared fangs, with the Motto
'Eat 'em up Clemson' before
Heiseman's day." (John Heiseman, for whom the famous
Heiseman Trophy is named assumed the coaching position at
Clemson in 1900; that year he
guided Clemson to its first undefeated season. His Tigers, in
establishing a perfect 6-0 rec-

FRI. & SAT.—NOV. 19-20
JAMES CANE
GAIL HIRE
MARIANNA HILL
JAMES WARD
—in—

ord, outscored their opponents
222 to 10.)
It is also interesting to note
that Clemson's first football
coach, Professor W. M. Riggs,
had played football at Auburn,
whose mascot was a tiger.
Riggs coached in 1897, and .1.
A. Penton coached in 1898. All
three of these coaches were Auburn graduates, and so it seems
natural that these coaches
would bring the nickname of
their alma mater with them.
Whatever its origin, the Royal
Bengal represents Clemson to
us at Clemson, and we will ever

follow his proud and victorious
footsteps wherever they go.
Tradition means a great deal
to Clemson men, and the traditions set down and exemplified by our Tiger will always
stir the hearts of Clemson men
and spur them onward to new
heights of glory. As we go our
separate ways in life, our mascot goes with us ... "That the
Tiger's roar may echo, o'er the
mountain heights!"
Long may this Tiger be the
symbol of what we as Clemson
men stand for.

Financial Review Board
Sets Year's Function
The Financial Review Board
has met and begun its function
for the new school year. The
purpose of the board is to review all incomes and expenses
of all student organizations receiving an allocation from the
Student Activities Fee or that
sponsor campus-wide activities.
The members of the Board,
under the chairmanship of Tom
Ramsay, Student Body Treas-

urer, hope to be of service to
the Student Body by answering
certain questions about how
our money is used.
If you are interested in finding out how your money is being spent, the Financial Review
Board asks that you use the
suggestion box on the loggia
to direct any questions to them.
Or any member of the Board
may be contacted.

IN COLOR
SUN.-MON.—NOV. 21-22

PATTY DUKE
—in—
"BILLIE"
TUES.-WED.—NOV. 23-24
GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA
ELKE SOMMER
VIRNA LISA
MONICA VITTI
—in—

(Continued from page 1)
ing when they were unable to
get seats. When Coach Howard
and the team tried to get into
the stadium, they found that
the crowd was not going to
move. Howard looked over the
situation and then drawled,
"Now look here folks, if I don't
get in there with these boys,
there ain't gonna be a football
game." Howard and the Tigers
got in through a gap in the
crowd, but the crowd closed in,

Senate Review
(Continued from page 1)
hood's petition for recognition
was accepted.
Charles Foster, president of
the senate, read a letter of commendation from Dr. R. C. Edwards, President of Clemson
University, to the senate concerning the senate's resolution
supporting United States foreign policy in Southeast Asia.
Dr. Edwards sent copies of the
resolution to President Lyndon
B. Johnson and to all South
Carolina congressmen.

keeping
out
two assistant
coaches.
"Big Thursday" ended in
1959 as the Tigers beat the
Gamecocks 27-0. This marked
the end of a tradition that had
started on the state fair grounds
in 1896.

Staggering Tigers
(Continued from page 4)
throttled ACC offense leader
Tom Hodges. Clemson's pass
attack will undergo a real test
this week.
Overall, this is one of the
best teams the Columbia school
has had in many a year. Despite
their won-loss record they have
proven they can play even ball
with the best of them. Against
L. S. U. they had a "near miss—
filled with honor."
Clemson will be out for the
third consecutive week to capture an elusive title. The Tigers
will be set about the same offensively and defensively as
they have in the past. A superb
effort will be needed by the
Tigers to defeat the favored
South Carolina Gamecocks.

Presenting Freddy Frat
(Continued from page 2)
If you are interested in a more
detailed discussion of these matters, come by the fraternity
quadrangle on the evening of

CU AFROTC
Selects DMS's

Five Ar- ROTC cadets have
been named Distinguished Military Cadets by the Aerospace
Studies department recently.
These students have done outstanding work in the Air Force
and have demonstrated leadership on and off the drill field.
Named as DMS were the following students: David Grubbs,
Charles H. King, Kenneth K.
McDaniel, William E. Howiler,
and Earle H. Smith.

Tuesday, November 30. Each
fraternity will be having an
open house that night, and the
members will be happy to
answer all your questions concerning fraternities and life
among the frat boys. Don't accept the anti-fraternity propaganda without personally investigating the fraternity system yourself. Then you can
better judge the value of the
system, and if fraternities hold
an interest for you. Chances
are you'll find a fraternity with
a "personality" that is especially compatible with your own.
Being a brother of my social
fraternity has been the most
meaningful experience of my
career at Clemson. Give the
fraternity system a chance to
show that it can become the
same thing for you.

if she doesn't give it to you...
—get it yourself!

JADE EASt^

FREEMAN SHOES

HURRY!

HARDWICK COATS

You may still register
for $100 in free gift
certificates to be given
away Sat., Nov. 20
waiters & hillman
campus shop

ALL CONFERENCE
SHIRTS

JUDGE KELLER

"BAMBOLE!"
NOV. 25-29

JULIE ANDREWS
DICK VAN DYKE

LYNCH DRUG COMPANY
HEADQUARTERS FOR

—in—
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Historic Battle Continues

"RED LINE 7000"
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"MARY POPPINS"

Enjoy generous room discounts at most Sheratons.
(Teachers can enjoy the same discounts.) Ask for your
free IDcard from the Sheraton representative on campus.
WILLIAM MORGAN BROWN
Box 5749, Room A-847 — Clemson, S. C.
Phone 654-9979 — Clemson College

Keyed-up students
unwind at Sheraton...
and save money with this
free Student ID Card
Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns ®

Cologne, 6 02., $4.SO
After Sh.ve, 6 01., $3.50
Deodorant Stick, $1.75
Buddhi Cologne Gift Packag*. 12 OI., J».50^
Spray Cologne, $3.50
Buddhi Soap Gift Sat. $4.00
Cologne, 4 or., $3.00
After Shave, 4 or, $2.50

Nfw VO*K . iot.1 ertTKteuroe

DRUG AND SUNDRY NEEDS

IN COLOR
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Clemson Theatre

The Company's first engine, the Wasp, took
to the air on May S, 1926. Within a year the
Wasp set its first world record and went on
to smash existing records and set standards
for both land and seaplanes for years to
come, carrying airframes and pilots higher,
farther, and faster than they had ever gone
before.

In recent years, planes powered by Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft have gone on to set
new standards of performance in much the
same way as the Wasp had done in the
1920's. The 727 and DC-9 are indicative of
the new family of short-to-medium range
jetliners which are powered by the highly
successful JT8D turbofan. Examples of
current military utilizations are the J58powered Mach 3 YF-12A which recently
established four world aviation records and
the advanced TF30-powered F-lll variablegeometry fighter aircraft.

l

and p(}& Future
Take a look at the above chart; then a good long look
at Pratt & Whitney Alrcraft-where technical careers
offer exciting growth, continuing challenge, and lasting
stability—where engineers and scientists are recognized as the major reason for the Company's continued success.

General Electric is an easy place to work.
All you need is brains, imagination, drive
and a fairly rugged constitution.
Oh, yes. Something else that will
help you at G.E. is an understanding of the kind of world we live in,
and the kind of world we will live in.
There's a lot happening: The
population is continuing to explode.
The strain on resources is becoming
alarming. At a time when men are
being lured by the mysteries of

space, we're faced with the task of
making life on earth more livable.
There's a lot happening at G.E.,
too, as our people work in a hundred different areas to help solve
the problems of a growing world:
Supplying more (and cheaper)
electricity with nuclear reactors.
Controlling smog in our cities and

pollution in our streams. Providing
better street lighting and faster
transportation.
This is the most important work
in the world today: Helping to
shape the world of tomorrow. Do
you want to help? Come to General
Electric, where the young men are
important men.

7togress Is Our Most Important T*n</vct

Engineers and scientists at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
are today exploring the ever-broadening avenues of
energy conversion for every environment... all opening
up new avenues of exploration in every field of aerospace, marine and industrial power application. The
technical staff working on these programs, backed by
Management's determination to provide the best and
most advanced facilities and scientific apparatus, has
already given the Company a firm foothold in the current land, sea, air and space programs so vital to our
country's future. The list of achievements amassed
by our technical staff is a veritable list of firsts in the
development of compact power plants, dating back to
the first Wasp engine which lifted the United States
to a position of world leadership in aviation. These
engineering and scientific achievements have enabled
the Company to obtain its current position of leader-

ship in fields such as gas turbines, liquid hydrogen
technology and fuel cells.
Should you join us, you'll be assigned early responsibility. You'll find the spread of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's
programs requires virtually every technical talent. You'll
find opportunities for professional growth further enhanced by our Corporation-financed Graduate Education Program. Your degree can be a BS, MS or PhD in:
MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL a ELECTRICAL a CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING •

APPLIED MECHANICS.

For further information concerning a career with Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement
officer-or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford,
Connecticut 06108.

SPECIALISTS IN POWER... POWER FOR PROPULSION-POWER
FOR AUXIUARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE
AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.

Pratt & Whitney Rircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT

GENERALOELECTRIC

PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY . METALLURGY

a CERAMICS . MA" HEMATICS a ENGINEERING SCIENCE OR

FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

u

D. VISION OF UNITED AIRCF
AIRCRAFT CORK

P

An Equal Opportunity Employer

